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Summary: These unique tales, including an entire chapter of
new ones, describe Leo Mazzone's ascent through the minor
leagues to the dugout of the Atlanta Braves, where he was the
named the best pitching coach in baseball in a player's poll
conducted by Sports Illustrated. Though he is widely known for
nervously rocking in the dugout during close games,
Mazzone's pitching staff in Atlanta either led or was second in
the major leagues in earned-run average in all but one year
between 1992-2005.Mazzone also coached six Cy Young Award
winners - more than any other active coach - and the core
group of Greg Maddux, Tom Glavine, and John Smoltz
anchored what some consider the greatest pitching staff ever
assembled on a major league roster. He developed pitchers at
various levels of the Braves organization beginning in 1979,
and in 2006 takes his talents to the Baltimore Orioles as their
new pitching coach. Nothing gave him more satisfaction in
Atlanta, however, than the 14 consecutive seasons of the
team's extraordinary run of division championships.The
updated softcover edition of Leo Mazzone's Tales from the...
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If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It is actually rally interesting throgh reading time period. It is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- O len Mills-- O len Mills

An extremely awesome ebook with perfect and lucid reasons. This is certainly for all who statte there was not a well
worth looking at. Your daily life span will likely be convert as soon as you complete looking over this book.
-- Ana hi Hea ney-- Ana hi Hea ney
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